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Abstract
Let R(r; m) be the rth order Reed-Muller code of length 2m. For −16r6s6m, the action
of the general a/ne group AGL(m; 2) on R(s; m)=R(r; m) de2nes a linear association scheme on
R(s; m)=R(r; m). In this paper, we determine the eigenmatrix of the linear association scheme on
R(2; m) (=R(2; m)=R(−1; m)). Our approach relies on the M6obius inversion and detailed calcula-
tions with the general linear group and the symplectic group over GF(2). As a consequence, we
obtain explicit formulas for the weight enumerators of all cosets of R(m − 3; m). Such explicit
formulas were not available previously. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The Reed-Muller codes provided a working stage for the constructions of the
Delsarte–Goethals codes by Delsarte and Goethals [4] and their formal duals by Hergert
[7]. (The well known Kerdock code and Praparata code discovered earlier are special
cases of the Delsarte–Goethals codes and their formal duals [11,13].) The blueprint for
these constructions is the association scheme of the symplectic forms, i.e., the linear
association scheme on R(2; m)=R(1; m), where R(r; m) is the rth order Reed-Muller code
of length 2m. The linear association scheme on R(2; m)=R(1; m) is well understood. In
particular, its eigenmatrix has been determined [4]. Using the eigenmatrix of the linear
association scheme on R(2; m)=R(1; m), one quickly obtains the weight enumerator of
any coset of R(m− 3; m) in R(m− 2; m) through the MacWilliams identity.
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In general, for any −16r6s6m, the action of the general a/ne group AGL(m; 2)
on R(s; m)=R(r; m) de2nes a linear association scheme on R(s; m)=R(r; m). Conceivably,
this association scheme contains much information about the Reed-Muller codes. How-
ever, very little is known about this association scheme in the general case. In this pa-
per, we concentrate on the linear association scheme on R(2; m) (=R(2; m)=R(−1; m)).
Using the M6obius inversion and through detailed calculations with the general linear
group and the symplectic group over GF(2), we are able to determine the eigenmatrix
of this association scheme. A direct consequence of this result is explicit formulas for
the weight enumerators of all cosets of R(m− 3; m) in R(m;m). We remark that such
explicit formulas have not been available. In an earlier paper [8], we classi2ed all
cosets of R(m − 3; m) in R(m;m) and gave an inductive formula for the weight dis-
tribution of each such coset. However, the inductive formula contains some function
which can be evaluated at speci2c values but has not been determined in general.
The following basic notations will be used throughout the paper. Let
Pm = the GF(2)-algebra of all functions from GF(2)m to GF(2)
= GF(2)[X1; : : : ; Xm]=(X 21 − X1; : : : ; X 2m − Xm): (1.1)
The Hamming weight of an f ∈ Pm is |f|= |f−1(1)|. For each r6m,
R(r; m) = {f ∈ Pm: degf6r} (1.2)
is the rth order Reed-Muller code of length 2m. Recall that R(r; m)⊥=R(m− r−1; m).
For any subset {i1; : : : ; ir}⊂{1; : : : ; m}, de2ne




Xi ∈ Pm: (1.3)
Certainly, ( )c can be extended to a linear automorphism of Pm. For any invertible
a/ne transform of GF(2)m
 : x → xA+ b; x ∈ GF(2)m; (1.4)
where A ∈ GL(m; 2); b ∈ GF(2)m, its action on an f∈Pm is de2ned as
(f) = f((X1; : : : ; Xm)A+ b): (1.5)
The a/ne transform in (1.4) is denoted by  = (A; b). The group of all invertible
a/ne transforms on GF(2)m, i.e., the general a/ne group on GF(2)m, is denoted by
AGL(m; 2). The general a/ne group AGL(m; 2) acts on R(r; m) as an automorphism
group for all r, hence it also acts on R(s; m)=R(r; m) as an automorphism group for
−16r6s6m. For f ∈ R(s; m)=R(r; m), its AGL(m; 2)-orbit will be denoted by [f];
its stabilizer in AGL(m; 2) will be denoted by AGL(m; 2)f.





















S(K(m; i)) = {A ∈ GL(m; 2): AK(m; i)AT = K(m; i)} (1.7)
is the generalized symplectic group over GF(2).






where n is the length of C and
wi(C) = |{a ∈ C: |a|= i}|: (1.9)
2. Linear association schemes
We refer the reader to [1,3] for general background in association schemes and to [7]
for more details about linear association schemes on quotient spaces of the Reed-Muller
codes. For our purpose, we will restrict ourselves to linear association schemes over
the binary 2eld. Let V and V ′ be two 2nite dimensional vector spaces over GF(2)
of the same dimension and 〈· ; ·〉 : V × V ′ → GF(2) a nondegenerate bilinear form.
Let G be an automorphism group of V . Then G acts on V ′ too: For each g ∈ G and
 ∈ V ′; g() ∈ V ′ is de2ned by
〈a; g()〉= 〈g−1(a); 〉; a ∈ V: (2.1)
In this way, G also becomes an automorphism group of V ′. V and V ′ have the same
number of G-orbits. (This claim follows from the Burnside Lemma since for any
invertible matrix A, A and (A−1)T 2x the same number of vectors.) Let C0; : : : ; Cd be the
G-orbits in V and C′0; : : : ; C
′
d the G-orbits in V
′. Put Ri={(a; b) ∈ V ×V : a−b ∈ Ci};
06i6d. Then R = {R0; : : : ; Rd} forms an association scheme on V . In [7], such an
association scheme is called a linear association scheme. Of course, R′= {R′0; : : : ; R′d},
where R′i = {(; ) ∈ V ′ × V ′:  −  ∈ R′i}; 06i6d, also forms a linear association
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scheme on V ′; in [7], R′ is called the dual of R. The 2rst eigenmatrix P = (pj(i))









where i ∈ C′i and ai ∈ Ci are arbitrary. Of course, the 2rst and the second eigenmatrice
of R′ are Q and P respectively. If the sizes of the orbits Ci; C′i (06i6d) are known,
the matrices P and Q give rise to each other easily via
|Ci|qj(i) = |C′j|pi(j); 06i; j6d: (2.4)
In this paper, the eigenmatrix of an association scheme refers to its 2rst eigenmatrix.
Quotient spaces of the Reed-Muller codes provide an interesting but challenging
family of linear association schemes. For −16r6s6m, de2ne
〈· ; ·〉 : (R(s; m)=R(r; m))× (R(m− r − 1; m)=R(m− s− 1; r)) → GF(2);
(f; g) → |f · g| (2.5)
where the Hamming weight |f · g| ∈ Z is viewed as an element in GF(2). Then 〈·; ·〉
is a well de2ned nondegenerate bilinear form on (R(s; m)=R(r; m))× (R(m− r − 1; m)=
R(m − s − 1; m)). Using AGL(m; 2) as an automorphism group of R(s; m)=R(r; m),
we obtain a linear association scheme on R(s; m)=R(r; m) and its dual scheme on
R(m − r − 1; m)=R(m − s − 1; m). Note that we have two actions of AGL(m; 2) on
R(m− r − 1; m)=R(m− s− 1; m): Initially, AGL(m; 2) already acts on R(m− r − 1; m)=
R(m − s − 1; m); on the other hand, the AGL(m; 2) action on R(s; m)=R(r; m) induces
an AGL(m; 2) action on R(m − r − 1; m)=R(m − s − 1; m) via (2.1). But this does
not cause any ambiguity since one can easily see that the two AGL(m; 2) actions on
R(m− r − 1; m)=R(m− s− 1; m) coincide.
The linear association scheme so de2ned on R(2; m)=R(1; m) is the association scheme
of symplectic forms. The eigenmatrix of this association scheme has been determined by
Delsarte and Goethals [4]. Let Ci = {f ∈ R(2; m)=R(1; m): rankf=2i}; 06i6	m=2
,
where rankf is the rank of the skew-symmetric matrix associated to f. Then Ci
(06i6	m=2
) are the AGL(m; 2) orbits of R(2; m)=R(1; m) and C′i = {fc: f ∈ Ci}
(06i6	m=2
) are the AGL(m; 2) orbits of R(m− 2; m)=R(m− 3; m). It is established
in [4] that for 06i; j6	m=2
 and gi ∈ C′i ;
∑
f∈Cj (−1)〈f;gi〉 satis2es an equation which





















where [ ]b is the b-ary Gauss coe/cient.
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As we move to determine the eigenmatrix of the linear association scheme on
R(2; m), the calculations that we face will be more complicated and our approach
will be diMerent.
3. The AGL(m; 2)-orbits of R(2; m) and R(m;m)=R(m − 3; m)
The 2rst step in determining the eigenmatrix of the linear association scheme on
R(2; m) is to enumerate a list of AGL(m; 2) orbit representatives for R(2; m) and
R(m;m)=R(m − 3; m) and determine the orbit size, or equivalently, the size of the
stabilizer, of each representative.
Proposition 3.1. Let
fi = X1X2 + X3X4 + · · ·+ X2i−1X2i ; 06i6	m=2
; (3.1)
gi = X1X2 + X3X4 + · · ·+ X2i−1X2i + Xm; 06i¡m=2; (3.2)
hi = X1X2 + X3X4 + · · ·+ X2i−1X2i + 1; 06i6	m=2
: (3.3)
Then {fi: 06i6	m=2
} ∪ {gi: 06i¡m=2} ∪ {hi: 06i6	m=2
} forms a complete
list of AGL(m; 2) orbit representatives in R(2; m). The sizes of their stabilizers in
AGL(m; 2) are as follows.







(22k − 1); 06i6	m=2
:
(3.4)






(22k − 1); 06i¡m=2:
(3.5)







(22k − 1); 06i6	m=2
:
(3.6)
Proof. It is well known that the elements in (3.1)–(3.3) form a complete list of
AGL(m; 2) orbit representatives in R(2; m). Observe that for f ∈ R(2; m), f∼fi if and
only if |f|= 2m−1 − 2m−1−i and f ∼ hi if and only if |f|= 2m−1 + 2m−1−i, where ∼
means AGL(m; 2) equivalence. On the other hand, the weight enumerator of R(2; m)
is known (see [15], for example). In particular, for 06i6	m=2
,






2k − 1) : (3.7)















(22k − 1); (3.8)
and (3.4) is proved. Eq. (3.6) follows in the same way.
To prove (3.5), let  = (A; b) ∈ AGL(m; 2), where A = (akl) ∈ GL(m; 2) and
b = (b1; : : : ; bm) ∈ GF(2)m. For 06i¡m=2, (gi) = gi if and only if the following
three equations are satis2ed:
AK(m; i)AT = K(m; i); i:e:; A ∈ S(K(m; i)); (3.9)
ak1ak2 + ak3ak4 + · · ·+ ak;2i−1ak;2i + b1ak2 + b2ak1 + b3ak4
+b4ak3 + · · ·+ b2i−1ak;2i + b2iak;2i−1 + akm =
{
0; 16k6m− 1;
1; k = m;
(3.10)
b1b2 + b3b4 + · · ·+ b2i−1b2i + bm = 0: (3.11)







(2k − 1): (3.12)






; A11 ∈ S(K(2i; i)); A22 ∈ GL(m− 2i; 2): (3.13)
Given A = (akl) ∈ S(K(m; i)), then Eq. (3.10) with k = 2i + 1; : : : ; m is equiva-
lent to (a2i+1;m; : : : ; amm) = (0; : : : ; 0; 1); for 16k62i, Eq. (3.10) determines a unique
(b1; : : : ; b2i). Thus we have








(2k − 1); (3.14)
and (3.5) is proved.
Proposition 3.2. Let
Fi = (X1X2)c + (X3X4)c + · · ·+ (X2i−1X2i)c; 06i6	m=2
; (3.15)
Gi = (X1X2)c + (X3X4)c + · · ·+ (X2i−1X2i)c + X cm; 06i¡m=2; (3.16)
Hi = (X1X2)c + (X3X4)c + · · ·+ (X2i−1X2i)c + 1c; 06i6	m=2
: (3.17)
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Then {Fi: 06i6	m=2
} ∪ {Gi: 06i¡m=2} ∪ {Hi: 06i6	m=2
} forms a complete
list of AGL(m; 2) orbit representatives of R(m;m)=R(m− 3; m). The AGL(m; 2) orbit



















2k − 1) ; 06i6	m=2
: (3.20)
Proof. In [8], we determined that Fi (06i6	m=2
) together with
i = i · 1c + X c1 + · · ·+ X ci ; 16i6m (3.21)
and
 = (m+ 1)1c + X c1 + · · ·+ X cm (3.22)
form a complete list of AGL(m; 2) orbit representatives of R(m;m)=R(m− 3; m). Using
the method in [8], we can also show that when m is odd,
Gi ∼
{
2i+2; 06i¡ (m− 1)=2;
; i = (m− 1)=2; (3.23)
Hi ∼ 2i+1; 06i6(m− 1)=2; (3.24)
and when m is even,




; i = m=2;
(3.26)
where ∼ means AGL(m; 2)-equivalence. Eqs. (3.18)–(3.20) are from Theorem 3:7
of [8].
4. Several counting lemmas
When we compute the eigenmatrix of the linear association scheme on R(2; m) in
the next section, we will need the sizes of the following sets:
((i; j) =
{
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(0(i; j) = {A= (akl) ∈ ((i; j): (am1; : : : ; am;2i) = 0};
06i6	m=2
; 06j¡m=2: (4.2)
(0;0(i; j) = {A= (akl) ∈ (0(i; j): amm = 0}; 06i6	m=2
; 06j¡m=2: (4.3)
The goal of this section is to make the sizes of the above sets available. The relevance
of ((i; j) to our problem is clear: For 06i; j6	m=2
 and A ∈ GL(m; 2), 〈A(fi); Fj〉=0
if and only if A ∈ ((i; j). The relevance of (0(i; j) and (0;0(i; j) will be clear in the
next section.


































































|S(K(m; i))| (2|((i; j)| − |GL(m; 2)|): (4.5)
(In (4.5), note that when GL(m; 2) acts on R(2; m)=R(1; m), the stabilizer of fi is the
generalized symplectic group S(K(m; i)).) Now (4.4) follows from (4.5) and
(3.12).














)(i; j; *) = {A ∈ )(i; j): rank A= *}: (4.7)
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Lemma 4.2. For 06i6	m=2



























(2k − 1)|)(i; j; *)| if 2i¡m:
(4.9)
Proof. Given A ∈ )(i; j; *), suppose that we choose matrices A1 ∈ M(m−2j−1)×2i(GF(2))




 ∈ (0(i; j): (4.10)
Then the number of choices for A1 is




(2k − 1) (4.11)
and the number of choices for A2 is
(2m − 22i) · · · (2m − 2m−1) = 2(1=2)(m−2i)(m+2i−1)
m−2i∏
k=1
























(2k − 1)|)(i; j; *)|: (4.13)
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Obviously, |(0;0(i; j)|=0 when 2i=m. So, assume that 2i¡m. Given A ∈ )(i; j; *),
suppose that we choose A1 ∈ M(m−2j−1)×2i(GF(2)), A2 ∈ M(m−1)×1(GF(2)) and







 ∈ (0;0(i; j): (4.14)
Then the number of choices for A1 is again given by (4.11); the number of choices
for A2 is 2m−1 − 22i = 22i(2m−2i−1 − 1); the number of choices for A3 is
(2m − 22i+1) · · · (2m − 2m−1) = 2(1=2)(m+2i)(m−2i−1)
m−2i−1∏
k=1
























(2k − 1)|)(i; j; *)|; (4.16)
and (4.9) is proved.
Remark. From (4.8) and (4.9), we see that
|(0;0(i; j)|= 2
m−2i−1 − 1
2m−2i − 1 |(0(i; j)|; 06i; j ¡m=2: (4.17)
Because of Lemma 4.2, in order to determine |(0(i; j)| and |(0;0(i; j)|, it su/ces to
determine |)(i; j; *)|.
For each subspace H ⊂GF(2)2i, de2ne
)=(i; j;H) = {A ∈ )(i; j): the row space of A is H}; (4.18)
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,(L; H)|)6(i; j;L)|; (4.22)
where , is the M6obius function of the partially ordered set of subspaces of GF(2)2i.
The function , has been determined by Rota [14] (also see [2]) as follows.


































































is a skew-symmetric matrix with all diagonal entries equal to 0, there exists a P ∈

















PT = K(-; t); t6	-=2
; (4.26)
where K(2i; i) and K(-; t) are de2ned in (1.6). Clearly, the number t in (4.26) is
independent of the choice of the basis of L. We shall call the subspace L of type (-; t)















= K(-; t): (4.27)
Let L⊂GF(2)2i be a subspace of type (-; t) with a basis x1; : : : ; x- satisfying (4.27).
Let B= (bkl) ∈ M2j×-(GF(2)) and put







 ∈ M2j×2i(GF(2)): (4.28)
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Then we have
AK(2i; i)AT = BK(-; t)BT: (4.29)











































∣∣∣∣ b2k−1;2l−1 b2k−1;2lb2k;2l−1 b2k;2l
∣∣∣∣= 0
}∣∣∣∣∣
=22j- − (the weight of X1X2 + X3X4 + · · ·+ X4jt−1X4jt in R(2; 2j-))
=22j-−1 + 22j-−2jt−1: (4.31)
On the other hand, for 062t6-62i, let N(2i)(-; t) be the set of all subspaces of type
(-; t) in GF(2)2i. To determine |N(2i)(-; t)|, suppose that we choose x1; : : : ; x- ∈ GF(2)2i
















= K(-; t): (4.32)
Then the number of choices for x1; x2; x3; x4; : : : ; x2t−1; x2t are 22i − 1;
22i−1; 22i−2 − 1; 22i−3; : : : ; 22i−2t+2 − 1; 22i−2t+1. The numbers of choices for x2t+1;


























2k − 1)∏-−2tk=1 (2k − 1) : (4.33)
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2k − 1)∏-−2tk=1 (2k − 1) : (4.34)
Now we are ready to determine |(0(i; j)| and |(0;0(i; j)|.
Lemma 4.3. For 06i6	m=2





















2k − 1)∏m−2ik=1 (2k − 1)∏m−2j−1k=m+*−2i−2j(2k − 1)∏t
k=1(2




0 if 2i = m;
2m−2i−1 − 1
2m−2i − 1 |(0(i; j)| if 2i¡m:
(4.36)
Proof. Eq. (4.36) has already been proved. (Cf. the remark after the proof of
Lemma 4.2.) Eq. (4.35) follows from (4.8) and (4.34).
5. The eigenmatrix of the linear association scheme on R(2; m)
Let fi; gi; hi; Fi; Gi; Hi be the AGL(m; 2) orbit representatives of R(2; m) and
R(m;m)=R(m − 3; m) given in (3.1)–(3.3) and (3.15)–(3.17). The eigenmatrix of the
linear association scheme on R(2; m) is a matrix with rows labeled by
R= {Fi: 06i6	m=2
} ∪ {Gi: 06i¡m=2} ∪ {Hi: 06i6	m=2
}; (5.1)
and columns labeled by
C = {fi: 06i6	m=2
} ∪ {gi: 06i¡m=2} ∪ {hi: 06i6	m=2
}: (5.2)
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For each F ∈ R and f ∈ C, the (F; f) entry of the eigenmatrix is∑
u∈[f]
(−1)〈u;F〉 = 2|O(f; F)| − |[f]|; (5.3)
where
O(f; F) = {u ∈ [f ]: 〈u; F〉= 0}: (5.4)
(We remind the reader that [f ] is the AGL(m; 2) orbit of f in R(2; m).)
Lemma 5.1. We have
|O(fi; Fj)|= 1|AGL(m; 2)fi |
2m|((i; j)|; 06i; j6	m=2
; (5.5)











|O(fi; Hj)|= 1|AGL(m; 2)fi |
[2m−i−1(2i − 1)|GL(m; 2)|+ 2m−i|((i; j)|];
06i; j6	m=2
; (5.7)
|O(gi; Fj)|= 1|AGL(m; 2)gi |
2m|((i; j)|; 06i¡m=2; 06j6	m=2
; (5.8)






06i; j ¡m=2; (5.9)
|O(gi; Hj)|= 1|AGL(m; 2)gi |
2m−1|GL(m; 2)|; 06i¡m=2; 06j6	m=2
; (5.10)
|O(hi; Fj)|= 1|AGL(m; 2)hi |
2m|((i; j)|; 06i; j6	m=2
; (5.11)











|O(hi; Hj)|= 1|AGL(m; 2)hi |
[2m−i−1(2i + 1)|GL(m; 2)| − 2m−i|((i; j)|];
06i; j6	m=2
: (5.13)
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ak;2l−1ak;2l + b1ak2 + b2ak1 + · · ·+ b2i−1ak;2i + b2iak;2i−1
]
Xk
+ b1b2 + · · ·+ b2i−1b2i : (5.14)





∣∣∣∣ a2k−1;2l−1 a2k−1;2la2k;2l−1 a2k;2l
∣∣∣∣= 0; (5.15)
i.e., A ∈ ((i; j). Therefore
|O(fi; Fj)|= 1|AGL(m; 2)fi |
2m|((i; j)|: (5.16)

















+ b1am2 + b2am1 + · · ·+ b2i−1am;2i + b2iam;2i−1
=0: (5.17)
In Eq. (5.17), for each A with (am1; : : : ; am;2i) = 0, the number of choices for b is
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In Eq. (5.19), if A ∈ ((i; j), the number of choices of (b1; : : : ; b2i) is 22i−1 + 2i−1; if
A ∈ ((i; j), the number of choices of (b1; : : : ; b2i) is 22i−1 − 2i−1. Thus
|O(fi; Hj)|= 1|AGL(m; 2)fi |
[|((i; j)|(22i−1 + 2i−1)2m−2i




[2m−i−1(2i − 1)|GL(m; 2)|+ 2m−i|((i; j)|]: (5.20)
To prove (5.8)–(5.10), observe that for  = (A; b) ∈ AGL(m; 2), where A= (akl) ∈










































ak;2l−1ak;2l + b1ak2 + b2ak1 + · · ·+ b2i−1ak;2i
+b2iak;2i−1 + akm
]
Xk + b1b2 + · · ·+ b2i−1b2i + bm: (5.21)
Therefore, 〈(gi); Fj〉= 0 if and only if A ∈ ((i; j) and (5.8) follows. Eq. (5.21) also
















+ b1am2 + b2am1 + · · ·+ b2i−1am;2i + b2iam;2i−1 + amm
=0: (5.22)
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In Eq. (5.22), for each A with (am1; : : : ; am;2i) = 0, the number of choices for b is 2m−1;


















































Note that 2i¡m. Thus for every A and (b1; : : : ; bm−1), Eq. (5.24) determines a unique
bm. Therefore
|O(gi; Gj)|= 1|AGL(m; 2)gi |
2m−1|GL(m; 2)|: (5.25)
Eqs. (5.11)–(5.13) are proved in the same manner; we omit the details.
Using Eqs. (5.5)–(5.13), (4.4), (4.35), (4.36) and (3.4)–(3.6) in (5.3), we can
obtain explicit formulas for the entries of the eigenmatrix of the linear association
scheme on R(m; 2). We omit the tedious computations and record the results in the
following theorem.

































2+i(3− 2−2i+1 − 2m)∏mk=m−2i+1(2k − 1)












































































































2k − 1)∏tk=1 (22k − 1)∏-−2tk=1 (2k − 1) ;
06i; j ¡m=2; (5.30)
∑
u∈[gi]
(−1)〈u;Hj〉 = 0; 06i¡m=2; 06j6	m=2
; (5.31)































2+i(3− 2−2i+1 − 2m)∏mk=m−2i+1 (2k − 1)


















































6. The weight enumerators of the cosets of R(m − 3; m)
Using Lemma 5.1, we can determine the weight enumerators of cosets of R(m−3; m).
In fact for each
F ∈ C = {Fi: 06i6	m=2
} ∪ {Gi: 06i¡m=2} ∪ {Hi: 06i6	m=2
}; (6.1)
by the MacWilliams identity, we have
WF+R(m−3;m)(x; y) +WR(m−3;m)(x; y) =
2
|R(2; m)|W〈F;R(m−3;m)〉⊥(x + y; x − y);
(6.2)
or, equivalently,
WF+R(m−3;m)(x; y) =− 1|R(2; m)|WR(2;m)(x + y; x − y)
+
2
|R(2; m)|W〈F;R(m−3;m)〉⊥(x + y; x − y): (6.3)




















































2m+( m2 ) − ∑
i6m=2




where |O(fi; F)| and |O(hi; F)| have been determined in Lemma 5.1. Putting (6.4)
and (6.5) together in (6.3) and using Lemma 5.1, we then have an explicit for-
mula for WF+R(m−3;m)(x; y). We record the results below but omit the details of the
computations.
Theorem 6.1. We have


































+ (x − y)2m−i
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2+i(3− 2−2i+1 − 2m)∏mk=m−2i+1 (2k − 1)






















2k − 1)∏tk=1 (22k − 1)∏-−2tk=1 (2k − 1)
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2+i(3− 2m)∏mk=m−2i+1 (2k − 1)






















2k − 1)∏tk=1 (22k − 1)∏-−2tk=1 (2k − 1)
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× (x2 − y2)2m−1−2m−1−i [(x + y)2m−i − (x − y)2m−i ]; 06j6	m=2
: (6.8)
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For readers who would like to verify the formulas in Theorem 6.1, we remark that












xk = (x − 1)(x − b) · · · (x − bn−1) (6.9)


















also for the purpose of simpli2cation. Formula (6.10) is the class equation of
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